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provide steel reinforcing members for concrete. 
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Patented Jan. 1, 1935 

My invention relates to reinforced concrete 
construction and more especially to the reinforce 
ment or steel work usable in floor construction, 
the present invention contemplating certain ma 
terial changes or improvements on what is shown 
and described in my prior application for patent 
filed June 16, 1931, Serial No. 544,863. 
The principal object of this invention is to 

veniently set in place to present an interlocking 
framework in the form of a grid made up of 
longitudinal and transverse trusses of different 
sizes in cross section, with the smaller trusses. passing through the larger trusses and adapted 
to be spaced apart according to requirements. 
relative to stress or load to be supported. 
A further object of my invention is to provide 

a reinforcement for heavy-duty, concrete floors 
comprising a steel framework or grid of truss 
through truss construction which is adapted to 
be employed in connection with a sheet metal 
base in the form of plates which are in some 
instances temporarily connected to the beams 
so as to be removable from the reinforced con 
crete floor and in other instances locked or firmly 
Secured to the floor beams by a keeper rail welded 
thereon and upon which the truss through truss 
grid rests to be embedded in the concrete and 
form part of the floor structure. 
With these principal objects in view my in 

vention contemplates a particular arrangement 
of truss members having spaced apart longitudi 
nal bars with separated webs whereby in the for 
mation of the main or longitudinal trusses spaces 
are provided between the webs and bars for the 
passage of the transverse trusses of smaller size 
in parallel series, being connected and braced 
together by metal clips engaging the lower longi 
tudinal bars thereof, thus providing a grid-like 
steel structure for reinforcing a congrete floor and transverse frame members or units may be either with or without a permanent sheet metal similar in construction, each consisting of three 

und specifically base, all as hereinafter described 
set forth in the appended claims. 
In the drawings:-- 
Figure 1 is a plan view of a steel reinforce- some instances extending transversely of the 

main bars while in other instances they extend. 
longitudinally, as shown in the drawings, and this 
reinforcement for the concrete flooring is usable 
in connection with temporary or removable forms, 
as provided for in Figs. 26 to 34 inclusive, or per 
manent base plates as shown in Fig. 10. . . . 

ment for concrete floors floors constructed in accord 
ance with my invention. - . . . Fig.2 is a plan view enlarged of a fragment 
of the reinforcement. . . . 

Figs. 3 and 4 are detail views illustrating the 
metal clip for connecting the longitudinal truss 
members. . . . . . . . . . 

Figs. 5 and 6 are sectional views on the lines, 
spaced apart lower bars 21, 21 connected by Webs 
22, the bent rods forming the webs extending di 
rectly between the bars at oppositesides of the 
truss and are spaced apart according to the 
strength of truss required leaving spaces between 

5-5 and 6-6 of Fig. 1. . . . . . . . 
Fig. 7 is a side elevation showing a modifica 

tion of the truss members. . . . . . . . . 
Fig. 8 is a sectional view on the line 8-8 of 

Fig. 7. 

Fig. 9 is a side elevation illustrating the man 
ner of supporting the steel reinforcement when 
used with concrete alone. Fig.10 is a similar view illustrating the employ 
ment of a sheet metal base. 

Fig. 2 is a plan view of the sheetmetal plates 
forming the base of the floor construction. 

Fig. 13 is a sectional view through the plates 
on the line 13-13 of Fig. 12. . . . 

Fig.14 is a view of the plate retaining rail. 
Fig.15 is a sectional view thereof. 

... Fig.16 is a sectional view enlarged showing the . 
manner of connecting the base plates to the floor:l 
beams with the steel reinforcement above the 

Figs. 17 to 22, inclusive, are modifications show 
ing different forms of trusses that may bee 
ployed in constructing a grid-like reinforcemen 
of truss through truss formation.' ' 

Figs, 23 and 24 show modifications of the clip 
for connecting the main trusses. 
Fig.25 is a plan view of a flat-truss reinforce- - 25 
Fig.25a is an enlarged sectional view thereof on ment. 

the line25a-25a of Fig. 25. . . . . . . . . 
Fig. 26 is a plan view of a removable orite 

porary plate floor. . . . . . . . 
Fig.27 is a sectional view illustrating the means 

for supporting the removable corrugated plates. 
on which the concrete is poured. 

Figs. 28 and 29 are modifications thereof. 
Fig. 30 is a modification of the means for sup- 35 

is of 
' ' ' ... ." a s . . . . . size, the temporary plate floor construction, and 

in cross section, the longitudinal truss members, . m 

porting the floorplate construction. 
Figs. 31 to 34 illustrate further modifi 
Fig. 35 is an elevation showing a modification of 
In the construction of the truss through, truss. 

the spacing means in the form of a spacing bar. 
grid-like form of reinforcement the longitudinal 

bars spaced apart triangular in cross section and 
connected by rods bent into V-shape to provide 
webs at opposite sides of the truss, said WebS in 

are each made up of a main upper bar 20 and 

Fig.11 is a view showing the manner of nesting. 
the truss members for transportation. . . . . 

in Figs to 6, inclusive, the longitudinal trusses 
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2 
them to receive the transverse trusses. The 
transverse trusses are similar in construction to 
the longitudinal trusses, that is to say comprise 
an upper main bar 23 connected to the spaced 
apart lower bars 24, 24 by webs 25, and for the 
purpose of Constructing the grid-like concrete re 
inforcement the trusses of one series, as the trans 
verse trusses, are smaller in cross section than 
those of the other series so they can be slid 
through the same between the webs to rest on the 
lower bars. The transverse trusses may be lo 
cated in alternate spaces or wherever required 
according to disposition of the stress to which 
the floor will be subjected; in other words, at cer 
tain portions of the grid forming the steel rein 
forcement the transverse, trusses may be located 
closer together than at other portions thereof. 
The formation of the trusses or reinforcement 

units permit them to be shipped nested, as shown 
in Fig. 11, and in constructing the grid the lon 
gitudinal trusses are connected together in par 
allel series by means of metal clips 26 engaging 
the contiguous lower bars 21, 21, the purpose of 
the clips serving more especially to bind the 

: trusses together rather than increase the strength 
of the reinforcement inasmuch as any load on the 
top bars of these trusses tends to press the bottom 
bars outwardly or the bars of one truss towards 
the bars of the adjoining truss neutralizing the 
action of one by the other. The special form of 
clip is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, from which it 
will be noted that the strip of spring steel is bent 
Semi-circular in shape at both ends to embrace 
the bars and clamp them closely together, the bent 
end portion 26a, being in the arc of a circle corre 
sponding with that of the circumference of the 
bar, while the arc of the bent end portion 26b is 
slightly less than that of the circumference of the 
companion bar so that the last mentioned end 
portion will be sprung over the bar by the tap of 
a hammer. The clips remain in place to be em 
bedded in the concrete and although they are per 
manently attached, and consequently seldom re 
quired to be removed the bent end, portion 26b 
terminates in an outwardly projecting loop 26c 
that may be gripped by pliers should it be desired 
to remove the clip. . . 

It will be apparent that by the use of different 
Size truSS members of the construction hereinbe 
fore described the work of forming a net work 
of steel reinforcement for all kinds of floors can 
be accomplished expeditiously for the reason that 
it is necessary only to set the longitudinal trusses 
and after locking them by means of the clips pass 

... the transverse trusses through the spaces inter 
mediate the webs, and in joining a series of trans 
verse trusses with another series they are lapped 
as shown in Fig. 2-the ends of one series being 
interposed between the ends of the other series 
to rest upon the lower bars of two adjoining lon 
gitudinal truss members. As will be understood 
the size of the metal bars and rods forming the 
truss, members may be varied to suit the strength 
of floor desired, and in these as well as other 
respects my invention provides a wide latitude or 
variety in construction. 

It is essential that the webs of the larger truss 
members should be arranged so as to provide the 
required. SpaceS for the passage of the smaller 
truss members, but instead of having the webs 
or rods extend directly from the upper to the 
lower bars, as hereinbefore described, they may, 
be disposed as illustrated in the modification Figs. 
7, 8, 10, and 16, in which the webs extend diago 
inally at opposite sides of the truss between the 
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upper bar 27 and lower bars 28, 28 and on a line 
thereWith. In this instance also the rods form 
ing the webs 29 are bent V-shape with the ends 
extended to bear on the lower bars to which they 
are Welded. This form of truss possesses advan 
tages over the other form and consequently the 
Smaller truSS members are similarly constructed, 
the upper and lower bars 30 and 31, 31 being con 
nected by diagonal webs 32, and of course the 
angle of the bent rods forming the WebS 29 of 
the larger trusses is such as to provide spaces 
to receive the Smaller trusses. In this instance 
also the lower bars. 28, 28 are connected by clips 
26 in constructing the grid-like reinforcement, 
In either instance, however, this type of deck or 
floor reinforcement is, very cheap for the reason 
that the truss members or units can be shipped 
economically and when assembled provides a mat 
of maximum strength consistent with the weight 
of steel employed. Furthermore, as the truss 
members or units are easily handled in producing 
the net work with the longitudinal bars of the 
trusses, crossing each other the assembly can be 
accomplished with greater facility by eliminating 
the expensive work of tying or welding loose 
members, it being necessary only to lay the 
larger truss members so as to be supported at 
their ends on the floor beams and pass the 
Smaller trusses through them, and it will be ob 
vious that in the completed structure the load. 

5 

O 

20 

25. 

30 
carried by the top bars of the main trusses is 
transmitted through the webs to the bottom bars 
of Said trusses and the load carried by the top 
bars of the smaller trusses carried likewise 
through the bottom bars thereof to the main 
trusses upon which they rest, 
Although different forms of bar construction 

may be used in providing the truss through truss 
Construction those illustrated in Figs. 17 to 22 
possess peculiar advantages in a structure of 
this kind. In Fig. 17 the smaller or transverse 
trusses which extend through the webs 37 of the 
Spaced apart bars of the main trusses 38 are 
formed of four longitudinal bars designated by 
the numeral 39 connected by a transverse web 40, 
the longitudinal bars being arranged in upper 
and lower spaced apart pairs with the lower pair. 
Spaced at a greater distance apart than the 
upper pair and having the web 40 extending be 
tween the upper pair of bars beneath the same 
and from the said bars to the lower pair respec 
tively, while in Figs. 18 and 19 four longitudinal 
bars 41 are also employed but in this form the 
upper and lower pairs of bars are close together 
With the bent rod or Web 42 welded between said: 5: 
bars. The truss shown in Fig. 20 is a modifica 
tion of the truss shown in Fig. 17, the four lon 
gitudinal bars 43 being Spaced apart rectangular 
in cross section with the web. 43a extending across 
the top of the upper pair of bars and from the 
latter downwardly to the lower bars. In each 
instance the webs are welded to the longitudinal 
bars, and it will be noted that these forms of 
Smaller truss members are adapted for use in 
connection. With main truSSes in which the lon 
gitudinal bars are connected by vertical webs 45. 

In FigS. 21 and 22 I have shown a form in 
which the web 46 extends from one of the lower 
longitudinal bars 47 diagonally to the upper on 
gitudinal bar 48 and from the latter diagonally 
to the other lower bar, and in this instance also 
the rod forming the web is bent generally V-shape 
with the bent portion curved under the upper 
longitudinal bar to form a seat 49 for said bar 
in which it is welded. 
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In some instances it is: desirable to space; the 

longitudinal trusses apart to a more; oriess ex 
tent and in Figs. 23 and 24;I have shown modis 
fications of the metal clip thereinbefore described, 
in Fig. 23 the bent end portions: 50,50; of the clip. 
having the connecting portion 51 extended to 
permit the insertion of a bent or curved piece 
of metal or short bent bar. 52; between the bars 2i, 
21, and in Fig. 24 the connecting portion:51 of the 
clip is longer for separating the bars of adjoin 
ing main trusses a greater distance apart, the clip. 
being reinforced by means of a rail, bar or sec 
tion 53. The modification shown in Fig.25 illus 
trates the adaptation of the metal clips 26, here 
inbefore described, in connecting flat bar trusses, 
each truss: consisting of spaced apart longitudinal 
bars 57, 57 on a horizontal plane with each other 
and Connected by Webs 55, in the form of... rods 
bent zig-zag between the companion bars 57. It, 
is therefore obvious that the special form of metal 
clip is: Subject to modifications for connecting 
and Spacing various forms of bar trusses, in ad 
dition to those forms which provide for the truss 
through truss construction hereinbefore de 

5 : Scribed, and instead of: clips, spacing of the 
trusses may be effected by an inverted T-rail. 75 
having spaced apart notches 76 to receive the 
bars. . . . . . . . . . . . 
*: In the construction of a concrete floor it is 
oftentimes desirable that the plate floor or forms 
on which the concrete is poured be removed, and 
therefore it is an important part of my present 
invention to Support the corrtugated plates 35 
from the floor beams. 33 so that they may be easily 
placed in position and easily removed after the 
concrete is set. To accomplish this in the assemi 
bling of the floor plates they are suspended from 
the floor beams by means of U-bolts 60 of a width: 
corresponding with the width of the upper end 
of the I-beam 61 on which the U-bolt rests so: 
that the ends of said U-bolt will depend below 
the flanges of the I-beam at the outer edges 
thereof to receive metal strips or narrow plates 
62 by which the metal plates 35 are supported be 
tween the floor beams, and to also receive diag 
onal braces 63 extending across the under side of 
Said floor plates, said floor plates and braces 
being temporarily held in place by nuts 64, which 
When removed will permit the plate floor con 
struction to drop away from the concrete leav 
ing only the upper portion of the U-bolts em 
bedded therein. It will be noted that in apply. 
ing this plate floor construction to that type of 
I-beam in which the under side of the top flanges 

5, are inclined inwardly, as shown in Figs. 28 and 
29, the supporting strip or narrow plates, as 65, 
for supporting the corrugated plates and braces 
at opposite sides of said I-beam are beveled at 
their upper inner edges to correspond with said 
flanges, and where the U-bolt is used on an end 
beam one leg of the bolt (66 in Fig. 29) is bent 
abruptly over the edge of the flange. Instead of . 
using U-bolts. I may employ plain bolts 67 as 
shown in Fig. 30, and in this instance also the 
bolts remain in place after the removal of the 
plates forming the temporary floor on which the 
concrete is poured. 

It will be seen that in Fig. 26 the corrugated 
plates 35 are arranged with the corrugations ex 

75, 

tending transversely with respect to the floor 
beams: 6i and rest at their ends on the narrow 
Supporting plates 62 temporarily secured in place 
by the U-boits, said corrugated plates being in 
Overlapping Sections as illustrated in Fig. 13, and 
where it is desired to lay the plates with the cor 

rugations extending longitudinally similar sup 
porting plates. 68...are employed of a width to ac 
commodate any variations in the space between 
the floor beams. 61, and in this: modification the 
corrugated floor plates are supported intermedi 
ate the floor beams by angle bars: 69, the bolts. 60 
extending over the I-beans passing... through the 
supporting plates 68 and angle bars. Further 
more, where the construction of the floor emi 
bodies a stringer 72 extending between the floor 
beans employ a supporting strip or narrow plate 
70 bent laterally to extend from the floor bean 

5 

. 

73 to the upper flange 72a between Said...flange 
and a Supporting plate 71 temporarily supported 
from the stringer by U-bolts 60. . . . . . . . . . . . 
As hereinbefore:stated the U-bolts are the only 

part of the removable plate floor construction: 
which remains in the concrete floor, and of course 
this construction of removable floor plate is emi 
ployed preferably with the truss through truss 
form of steel reinforcement. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The Construction and arrangement of the truss 

members constituting the grid-like steel reins 
forcement hereinbefore described, may be 
mounted on inverted t-rails interposed between 

5 

said reinforcement and the supporting beams. 33. 
to elevate the reinforcement above the I-beams 
between which the removable or temporary plate 
floor is built to support the concrete until it is 
set. However, in the construction of a heavy-duty. 
deck or flooring, and wherever it is desired to 
have a metal base, a modification of the plate 
floor construction is employed in which the cor 
rugated plates are locked or fastened to the floor. 
beams by channel bars 36 extending along the 35: 
floor beams and are provided with side flanges or. 
lips' 36b under which the ends of the plates are 
locked in: the manner hereinabove, described. 
These channel bars are welded to the beams, 
for which purpose the bottoms are provided. With 
holes or slots 36a, and in building the plate base. 
forming part of the reinforced concrete flooring 
one of said channel bars is welded-upon a beam. 
and after slipping an edge of the plate under: the 
flange or lip at one side thereof the other edge 
of said plate is placed to rest on the next floor 
beam, and when a series or line of plates has 
been laid to extend the length of the attached 
channel bar another channel bar is welded to the 
Second floor beam so as to overlap the edges of 
the plates, this operation being repeated to com 
plete the floor area. In laying the plates either, 
temporarily, or permanently the bulged portion: 
at the side of one overlaps the bulged portion at 
the side of an adjoining plate forming: a tight 
joint in constructing the permanent floor. and 
a tight joint is formed where the plates join the 
channel bars, thus providing a surface to receive 
the concrete which will prevent losses of fines, 
By the particular construction of steel rein. 

forcementin connection with either form of plate 
floor provide an arrangement that will greatly: 
facilitate the construction of floors for buildings, 
decks, and various other structures in the nature 
of a reinforced concrete slab, and as hereinbe 
fore stated the reinforcement members or units 
permit of a disposition of the truss through truss 
grid or mat to meet various requirements as to 
design as well as stress of the load to be sups: 
ported. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I claim:- - - 
1. A metal reinforcement for concrete decks: 

6: 

and floors comprising truss-members of different 
sizes in cross section, the larger truss members 
consisting of upper and lower bars spaced apart 
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triangular in cross section and WebS. connected 
to said bars at opposite sides of the truSS, said 
bars and webs being spaced apart to receive the 
smaller truss members through them at an angle 
thereto. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

2. A metal reinforcement for concrete decks 
and floors comprising longitudinal trusS members 
having upper, and lower longitudinal barS Spaced. 
aparts and connected by webs also spaced apart 
from each other leaving transverse openings...be 
tween the bars and webs, together with transverse 
truss members of similar construction and Smaller 
in cross section so as to pass through the openings 
in the first mentioned truss members, the Smaller 
truss members presenting spaced apart lower barS 
which rest upon the lower bars of the larger truSS 
members to reinforce the metal structure. 

3. A metal reinforcement for concrete decks 
and floors, comprising longitudinal and lateral 
truss members of different sizes, each truss mem 
ber consisting of upper and lower horizontal bars 
spaced triangular in cross section and webs con 
necting said bars at opposite sides of the truSS, 
the horizontal bars and webs of the larger truSS 
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members being spaced apart to receive the Smaller 
truss members between them to provide a truss 
through truss form of reinforcement. . . . . 

4. A metal reinforcement for concrete decks 
and floors comprising longitudinal and transverse 
truss members of different sizes, each consisting. 
of upper and lower horizontal bars connected by 
webs at oppositesides of the truss, the Webs of 
the larger truss members being in the form of 
short rods bent V-shape, with the ends extended 
to rest upon the lower bars of the truss, said upper 
and lower bars and webs of the longitudinal or 
main truss members being spaced apart to receive 
the smaller or lateral truss members between 
them. . . . . ". . . . . . 

5. A metal reinforcement for concrete decks 
and floors comprising longitudinal and lateral 
truss members of different sizes in croSS Section 
forming a truss through truss construction, each 
truss member consisting of upper and lowerhori 
zontal bars spaced triangular in cross Section with 
two of the bars lowermost and on a horizontal 
plane with each other, and webs connected to the 
triangularly spaced bars at opposite sides of the 
truss member, the horizontal bars and webs of 
the larger truss members being Spaced apart to 
receive the smaller truss members so that the low 
ermost bars of the latter will rest on the lower 
most bars of the larger truss members at right 
angles thereto. 

6. A metal. reinforcement, for concrete decks 
and floors comprising longitudinal and transverse 
truss members of different sizes, each consisting 
of upper and lower horizontal bars connected by 
webs at opposite sides of the truss, the webs of the 
larger truss members being in the form of short 
rods bent V-shape with the ends extended to rest 
upon the lower bars of the truSS, Said upper and 
lower bars and webs of the longitudinal or main 
truss members being spaced apart to receive the 
smaller or lateral truss members between them; 
together with metal clips connecting the longi. 
tudinal truss members together in parallel by 
engaging the contiguous lower bars of Said truss. 

. . . wardly bulged portions extending the width of 
the plate at the opposite ends thereof for over 
lapping engagement of a Series of plates one with 
another and for overlapping engagement of the 

memberS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
7. In combination with a plurality of truss 

members each comprising upper and lower bars 
connected by webs at opposite sides of the truss, 
the adjacent truss members having bars in con 
tacting relation, of a metal clip: for clamping the 
truss members, together consisting of a strip. of 
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spring steel bent at each end in the arc of a circle 
corresponding approximately to the circumfer 
ence of the contacting bars, whereby said clip is 
sprung over the bars in clamping them together. 
... 8. In combination. With a plurality of truSS 
members each comprising upper and lower bars 
connected by WebS at opposite sides of the truss, 
the adjacent truss members having bars in con 
tacting relation, of a metal clip for clamping the 
truss members together consisting of a strip of 
spring steel bent at each end in the arc of a circle 
corresponding approximately to the circumfer 
ence of the contacting bars, whereby said clip is 
sprung over the bars in clamping them together, 
one end of the metal strip being turned outwardly 
to provide a gripping member for removing the 
clip. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -- 

9. A metal reinforcement for concrete decks 
and floors supported by floor beams, comprising 
channel bars welded to the beams and having lat 
erally projecting side members or lips, plates Sup 
ported on the floor beams with the ends of the 
plates locked in place by the side members or lips 
of the channel. bars, and a metal reinforcement 
resting on the channel bars and consisting of lon 
gitudinal and transverse truss members of differ 
ent sizes each consisting of horizontal bars Con 
nected by webs at opposite sides of the truss, the 
horizontal bars and webs of the longitudinal or 
main truss members being spaced apart to receive 
the transverse truss members between them to 
form a grid-like reinforcement. 

... 10. A metal reinforcement for concrete decks 
and floors. Supported by floor beans, comprising 
channel bars having holes through the bottom 
thereof for welding said channel bars to the floor 
beams and laterally projecting side members or 
lips spaced from the beams, the holes through the 
bottom of the channel bars providing for welding 
them to the beams, plates Supported on the floor 
beams and having their ends locked in place by 
the side members or lips of the channel bars; 
together with a metal reinforcement resting on 
the channel bars and consisting of horizontal bars 
connected by webs at opposite sides of the truss, 
the horizontal bars and Webs of the longitudinal 
or main truss members being spaced apart to 
receive the transverse truss members between 
them to form a grid-like reinforcement. 

11. A metal reinforcement for concrete decks 
and floors supported by floor beams, comprising 
channel bars welded to the beams and having 
laterally projecting side members or lips, plates 
supported on the floor beams and having spaced 
apart corrugations or outwardly bulged portions 
at the opposite ends and intermediate portions 
thereof, said plates being locked in place on the 
floor beams by engagement of the laterally pro 
jecting side members or lips of the channel bars; 
together with a metal reinforcement resting on 
the channel bars above the plates. 

12. In combination with a metal reinforcement 
for concrete decks and floors comprising truss 
members of different sizes adapted to be passed 
one series through the other transversely, chan 
nel bars having laterally projecting side members 
or lips, and corrugated metal plates having out 

channel bar with the opposite ends of the plates. 
WILLIAM. A. WILSON. 
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